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Background: Antithrombin III (ATIII), an antiproteinase inhibiting coagulation, was investigated for roles in host defense.

Results: Extensive proteolysis of ATIII by endogenous and bacterial enzymes generated antimicrobial activity, mapped to helix D of the molecule.

Conclusion: ATIII harbor “cryptic” host defense epitopes released during proteolysis.

Significance: The results explain previously observed antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory effects of ATIII supplementation during infection.

ABSTRACT

Antithrombin III (ATIII) is a key antiproteinase involved in blood coagulation. Previous investigations have shown that ATIII is degraded by Staphylococcus aureus V8 protease, leading to release of heparin binding fragments derived from its D helix. As heparin binding and antimicrobial activity of peptides frequently overlap, we here set out to explore possible antibacterial effects of intact and degraded ATIII. In contrast to intact ATIII, the results showed that extensive degradation of the molecule yielded fragments with antimicrobial activity. Correspondingly, the heparin-binding, helix D-derived, peptide FFFAKLNCRIL-YRKANKSSKLV (FFF21) of human ATIII, was found to be antimicrobial against particularly the Gram-negative bacteria Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Fluorescence microscopy and electron microscopy studies demonstrated that FFF21 binds to, and permeabilizes, bacterial membranes. Analogously, FFF21 was found to induce membrane leakage of model anionic liposomes. In vivo, FFF21 significantly reduced P. aeruginosa infection in mice. Additionally, FFF21 displayed anti-endotoxic effects in vitro. Taken together, our results suggest novel roles for ATIII-derived peptide fragments in host defense.

Antithrombin III (ATIII) is a glycoprotein which is synthesized in the liver and circulates in plasma at a concentration of about 290 μg/ml (5 μM). ATIII is a serine protease inhibitor and inactivates thrombin and other serine proteases of the coagulation cascade (1). Patients with septic shock and disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) present reduced ATIII levels in plasma (2,3), mainly due to consumption during coagulation and extravascular leakage (1,4,5). In addition to the anticoagulant effects, ATIII exerts anti-inflammatory properties, including inhibition of nuclear factor κB activation in human monocytes and vascular endothelial cells (6), reduction of leukocyte-endothelial interactions (7), and prevention of microvascular leakage (8-12). ATIII may also compete with bacterial toxins for binding on endothelial cell proteoglycans (13), thereby reducing the inflammatory response after...
bacterial challenge (14). Interestingly, plasma-derived ATIII has been found to inhibit bacterial outgrowth and limited the inflammatory response, neutrophil influx and histopathological changes in Streptococcus pneumoniae pneumonia (15), although it was unclear whether these beneficial effects were due to prostacyclin formation, interference with bacterial toxins such as pneumolysin, or reduced coagulation and related modulation of extracellular proteins and peptides. Due to its therapeutical potential in inflammation and coagulation, ATIII has been evaluated in clinical investigations targeting sepsis (1,3,14-18), but not found to significantly affect mortality in patients with sepsis in a larger phase III clinical trial (19).

Inhibition of thrombin by ATIII increases dramatically in the presence of heparin, and involves specific and complex allosteric mechanisms based on minute conformational changes leading to an increased affinity for the negatively charged polysaccharide (9,20-22). As such, ATIII displays similar features as HCII, a related serpin recently shown to exert antibacterial effects in vitro and in vivo (23). Hence, proteolytic cleavage of HCII induced a conformational change, thereby inducing endotoxin-binding and antimicrobial properties. Analyses employing representative peptide epitopes mapped these effects to helices A and D. Mice deficient in HCII showed increased susceptibility to invasive infection by Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Thus protease-induced uncovering of cryptic epitopes by scission of the N-terminal anionic region in HCII transforms the molecule into a host defense factor. Like in HCII, the region comprising helix D in ATIII constitutes a major heparin binding site (24). Notable are also the findings that ATIII may be degraded by neutrophil S. aureus V8 protease in vitro, generating heparin-binding peptides derived from the D-helix of ATIII (5). Taken together, the relatedness to HCII, the observation that ATIII contains a heparin binding region represented by helix D, the multifunctionality of ATIII, as well as the above mentioned suppressive effects on pneumococcal infections, prompted us to investigate possible antimicrobial effects exerted by ATIII or peptides derived from its helix D.

### Experimental Procedures

#### Materials.

**KTS43**

kTSDQ1HFFFAKLNCRLYRKANSSKLVSA

NRLFGDKSLTNET, FFF21

(FFAKLNCRLYRKANSSKLVS), AKL22

(ALKNLKRYRKANSSKLVSNR) and LL-37

(LLGDFFRKSKGKEFKRIVQFKDFFLRN

LVPRTES) were synthesized by Innovagen AB (Lund, Sweden). The purity (>95%) and molecular weight was confirmed by MALDI-TOF MS analysis (Voyager, Applied Biosystems).

#### Microorganisms.

Bacterial isolates *E. coli* ATCC 25922, *P. aeruginosa* ATCC 27853, *P. aeruginosa* Xen41 (PerkinElmer), *Staphylococcus aureus* ATCC 29213, *Bacillus subtilis* ATCC 6633, *Candida albicans* ATCC 90028, and *Candida parapsilosis* ATCC 90018 were obtained from the Department of Bacteriology, Lund University Hospital. *P. aeruginosa* 15159 was a clinical isolate derived from a patient with a chronic venous leg ulcer.

#### Radial diffusion assay.

Bacteria were grown to mid-logarithmic phase in 10 ml of full-strength (3% w/v) trypticase soy broth (TSB) (Becton-Dickinson, Cockeysville, MD). The microorganisms were then washed once with 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4. Subsequently, 4 x 10⁶ bacterial colony forming units (cfu) were added to 15 ml of the underlay agarose gel, consisting of 0.03% (w/v) TSB, 1% (w/v) low electroendosmosis type (EEO) agarose (Sigma, St Louis MO) and 0.02% (v/v) Tween 20 (Sigma) with or without 0.15M NaCl. The underlay was poured into a Ø 144 mm petri dish. After agarose solidification, 4 mm-diameter wells were punched and 6 µl of test sample was added to each well. Plates were incubated at 37°C for 3 hours to allow diffusion of the peptides. The underlay gel was then covered with 15 ml of molten overlay (6% TSB and 1% Low-EEO agarose in distilled H₂O). Antimicrobial activity of a peptide is visualized as a zone of clearing around each well after 18-24 hours of incubation at 37°C.

#### Viable count analysis.

*E. coli* was grown to mid-exponential phase in Todd-Hewitt (TH). Bacteria were washed and diluted in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4, containing 0.15 M NaCl, either alone or with 20% human citrate plasma. 2 x 10⁶
cfl/ml bacteria were incubated in 50 µl, at 37°C for 2 h with the ATIII-derived peptides KTS43, FFF21 and AKL22, as well as the control peptide LL-37, at the indicated concentrations. Serial dilutions of the incubation mixture were plated on TH agar, followed by incubation at 37°C overnight and cfl determination.

**Fluorescence microscopy.** Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) was used for monitoring of bacterial membrane permeabilization. *E. coli* ATCC 25922 bacteria were grown to mid-logarithmic phase in TSB medium. Bacteria were washed and resuspended in buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 0.15M NaCl, 5 mM glucose) to yield a suspension of 1 x 10^7 cfl/ml. One hundred µl of the bacterial suspension was incubated with 30 µM of the respective peptides at 30°C for 30 min. Microorganisms were then immobilized on poly (L-lysine)-coated glass slides by incubation for 45 min at 30°C, followed by addition onto the slides of 200 µl of FITC (6 µg/ml) in buffer and a final incubation for 30 min at 30°C. The slides were washed and bacteria fixated by incubation, first on ice for 15 min, then in room temperature for 45 min in 4% paraformaldehyde. The glass slides were subsequently mounted on slides using Prolong Gold antifade reagent mounting medium (Invitrogen, Eugene, USA). Bacteria were visualized using a Nikon Eclipse TE300 (Nikon, Melville, USA) inverted fluorescence microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu C4742-95 cooled CCD camera (Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, USA) and a Plan Apochromat ×100 objective (Olympus, Orangeburg, USA). Differential interference contrast (Nomarski) imaging was used for visualization of the microbes themselves.

**Electron Microscopy.** For transmission electron microscopy and visualization of peptide effects on bacteria, *P. aeruginosa* ATCC 27853 and *S. aureus* ATCC 29213 (1-2 x 10^6 cfl/sample) were incubated for 2 h at 37°C with the peptides (30 µM). Samples of *P. aeruginosa* and *S. aureus* suspensions were adsorbed onto carbon-coated copper grids for 2 min, washed briefly by two drops of water, and negatively stained by two drops of 0.75 % uranyl formate. The grids were rendered hydrophilic by glow discharge at low pressure in air. All samples were examined with a Jeol JEM 1230 electron microscope operated at 80 kV accelerating voltage. Images were recorded with a Gatan Multiscan 791 charge-coupled device camera.

**SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting.** ATIII, either intact or subjected to enzymes, was analyzed by SDS-PAGE on 16.5% Tris-tricine gels (Bio-Rad). For identification of ATIII fragments in patient samples, 1.5 µl of wound fluid was analysed by SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions. Proteins and peptides were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Hybond-C). Membranes were blocked by 3% (w/v) skimmed milk, washed, and incubated for 1 h with chicken anti-human ATIII polyclonal antibodies (1:1000) (Abcam), washed three times for 10 min, subsequently incubated (1 h) with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:2000) (Dako), and then washed again three times, each time for 10 min. ATIII and related fragments were visualized using the SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate developing system (Thermo scientific).

**Slot-blot assay.** LPS-binding ability of the peptides was examined by a slot-blot assay. Peptides (1, 2 and 5 µg) were bound to nitrocellulose membranes (Hybond-C, GE Healthcare BioSciences), which were pre-soaked in PBS. Membranes were then blocked by 2 wt% BSA in PBS, pH 7.4, for 1 h at room temperature, and subsequently incubated with ^125^I-labelled LPS (40 µg/ml; 0.13 x 10^6 cpm/µg) for 1 h in PBS. After incubation, the membranes were washed 3 times, 10 min each time, in PBS and visualized for radioactivity using a Bas 2000 radioimaging system (Fuji). Unlabeled heparin (6 mg/ml) was added for competition of binding.

**Degradation of antithrombin III.** Antithrombin III (Innovative Research, US) or heparin cofactor II (Haematologic Technologies Inc) (27 µg) was incubated with human leukocyte elastase (HLE) (0.6 µg, 20 units/mg) (Calbiochem™) in a total volume of 50 µl PBS and incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes or 18 h. In another experiment, antithrombin III (20 µg) was incubated at 37°C overnight with S. aureus V8 protease (V8 concentrations as indicated in Figure 1B) or with human leukocyte elastase (HLE) (10 µg, 20 units/mg) in a total volume of 50 µl PBS. The reaction was stopped by boiling at 95°C for 3 min. The fragmentation pattern was analyzed by SDS-PAGE using 16.5% precast Tris-tricine gels (Bio-Rad), run under
reducing conditions. The gels were stained with Coomassie brilliant blue and destained according to routine procedures.

**NF-κB activation assay.** The NF-κB reporter cell line THP1-XBlue-CD14 (InvivoGen) was cultured according to manufacturer's instructions. THP1-XBlue-CD14 cells were stimulated with 10 ng/mL *E. coli* LPS (0111:B4) together with the indicated concentrations of KTS43, FFF21 and LL-37 for 20–24 h. Measurement of NF-κB/AP-1 activation was done using the Quanti Blue assay according to the manufacturer's protocol. Briefly, upon stimulation the cell line produces secreted embryonic alkaline phosphatase (SEAP), detected in cell supernatants by using a SEAP detection reagent followed by analysis of the absorbance at 600 nm. The toxicity was assessed using the LDH and MTT assays described below (see LDH and MTT assay, respectively).

**Animal infection models.** Animal experiments were performed according to a protocol approved by the Local Ethics Committee at Lund University. Animals were housed under standard conditions of light and temperature and had free access to standard laboratory chow and water. For experiments evaluating bacterial and platelet levels during infection (Fig. 7C and D), *P. aeruginosa* 15159 bacteria were grown to mid-exponential phase (OD$_{620}$=0.5), harvested, washed in PBS, diluted in the same buffer to 2 x 10$^5$ cfu/ml, and kept on ice until injection. One hundred microliter of the bacterial suspension was injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) into male C57BL/6 mice. Immediately after bacterial injection, 0.5 mg FFF21 peptide or buffer alone was administrated i.p. Data from three independent experiments were pooled. For experiments assessing animal survival and bacterial spread by *in vivo* imaging (Fig. 7E-G), *P. aeruginosa* Xen41 bacteria were grown to mid-exponential phase (OD$_{620}$=0.5), harvested, washed in PBS, diluted in the same buffer to 2 x 10$^7$ cfu/ml, and kept on ice until injection. One hundred microliter of the bacterial suspension was injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) into male BALB/c mice. Thirty min and 2 h after bacterial injection, 0.5 mg FFF21 peptide or buffer alone was administrated i.p. Data from two independent experiments were pooled. 0 h and 10 h after bacterial infection, mice were anesthetized, followed by data acquisition and analysis using a Spectrum 3D imaging system with Living image® version 4.4 (Caliper Life Sciences). For evaluation of animal survival, mice showing the defined and approved endpoint criteria (immobilization and shaking) were sacrificed by an overdose of isoflurane (Abott) and counted as non-survivors.

**Hemolysis assay.** EDTA-blood was centrifuged at 800 g for 10 min, where after plasma and buffy coat were removed. Erythrocytes were washed three times and re-suspended in PBS, pH 7.4 to a 5% suspension. The cells were then incubated with end-over-end rotation for 60 min at 37°C in the presence of peptides at the indicated concentrations. 2% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) served as positive control. The samples were then centrifuged at 800 g for 10 min and the supernatant was transferred to a 96 well microtiter plate. The absorbance of hemoglobin release was measured at 540 nm and expressed as % of Triton X-100-induced hemolysis. In another experiment, citrate-blood was diluted (1:1) with PBS, whereafter 2 x 10$^8$ cfu/ml bacteria were added and the mixture incubated with end-over-end rotation for 1 h at 37°C in the presence of peptides (60 and 120 µM). For evaluation of hemolysis, samples were then processed as above. Results given represent mean values from triplicate measurements.

**Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay.** HaCaT keratinocytes (kindly provided by Prof. Fusenig) were grown to confluence in 96 well plates (3000 cells/well) in serum-free keratinocyte medium (SFM) supplemented with bovine pituitary extract and recombinant EGF (BPE-EGF) (Invitrogen, Eugene, USA). The medium was then removed, and 100 µl of the peptides investigated (at 3, 6, 30 and 60 µM, diluted in SFM/BPE-EGF or in keratinocyte-SFM supplemented with 20% human serum) were added. The LDH-based TOX-7 kit (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) was used for quantification of LDH release from the cells. Results represent mean values from triplicate measurements, and are given as fractional LDH release compared to the positive control consisting of 1% Triton X-100 (yielding 100% LDH release).

**MTT assay.** Sterile filtered MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazoliumbromide; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
USA) solution (5 mg/ml in PBS) was stored protected from light at −20°C until usage. HaCaT keratinocytes, 3000 cells/well, were seeded in 96 well plates and grown in keratinocyte-SFM/BPE-reGF medium to confluence. Keratinocyte-SFM/BPE-reGF medium alone, or keratinocyte-SFM supplemented with 20% serum, was added, followed by peptide addition (3, 6, 30 and 60 µM). After incubation overnight, 20 µl of the MTT solution was added to each well and the plates incubated for 1 h in CO₂ at 37°C. The MTT-containing medium was then removed by aspiration. The blue formazan product generated was dissolved by the addition of 100 µl of 100% DMSO per well. The plates were then gently swirled for 10 min at room temperature to dissolve the precipitate. The absorbance was monitored at 550 nm, and results given represent mean values from triplicate measurements.

Liposome preparation and leakage assay. The liposomes investigated were anionic (DOPE/DOPG 75/25 mol/mol). DOPG (1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphoglycerol, monosodium salt) and DOPE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-Glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) were both from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, USA) and of >99% purity. Due to the long, symmetric and unsaturated acyl chains of these phospholipids, several methodological advantages are reached. In particular, membrane cohesion is good, which facilitates very stable, unilamellar, and largely defect-free liposomes, allowing detailed studies on liposome leakage. The lipid mixtures were dissolved in chloroform, after which solvent was removed by evaporation under vacuum overnight. Subsequently, 10 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.4, was added together with 0.1 M carboxyfluorescein (CF) (Sigma, St. Louis, USA). After hydration, the lipid mixture was subjected to eight freeze-thaw cycles consisting of freezing in liquid nitrogen and heating to 60°C. Unilamellar liposomes of about 0140 nm were generated by multiple extrusions through polycarbonate filters (pore size 100 nm) mounted in a LipoFast minienstruder (Avestin, Ottawa, Canada) at 22°C. Untrapped CF was removed by two subsequent gel filtrations (Sephadex G-50, GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden) at 22°C, with Tris buffer as eluent. CF release from the liposomes was determined by monitoring the emitted fluorescence at 520 nm from a liposome dispersion (10 mM lipid in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4). An absolute leakage scale was obtained by disrupting the liposomes at the end of each experiment through addition of 0.8 mM Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA). A SPEX-fluorolog 1650 0.22-m double spectrometer (SPEX Industries, Edison, USA) was used for the liposome leakage assay. Measurements were performed in triplicate at 37°C.

CD-spectroscopy. CD spectra of the peptides were measured on a Jasco J-810 Spectropolarimeter (Jasco, U.K.). The measurements were performed at 37°C in a 10 mm quartz cuvet under stirring and the peptide concentration was 10 µM. The effect on peptide secondary structure of liposomes at a lipid concentration of 100 µM was monitored in the range 200-260 nm. The fraction of the peptide in α-helical conformation, Xα, was calculated as previously described (25,26). For determination of effects of lipopolysaccharide on peptide structure, the peptide secondary structure was monitored at a peptide concentration of 10 µM, both in Tris buffer and in the presence of E. coli lipopolysaccharide (0.02 wt%) (Escherichia coli 0111:B4, highly purified, less than 1% protein/RNA, Sigma, UK). Background subtractions were performed routinely. Signals from the bulk solution were also corrected for.

Statistical analysis. Bar diagrams (RDA, VCA) are presented as mean and standard deviation, from at least three independent experiments. Animal data are presented as dot plots, with mean for normally distributed data, or median for data, which do not meet the criteria for normal distribution. Outliers were not excluded from the statistical analysis. Differences with P<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Degradation of ATIII and comparison with HCII

Previous results showed that human leukocyte elastase (HLE) yielded a fast and selective degradation of HCII, releasing a highly anionic N-terminal peptide, and resulting in generation of an antimicrobial HCII form (23). Thus, ATIII and HCII were digested with HLE (23), and analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 1A, lower panel) and probed for antibacterial effects using radial diffusion assay (Fig. 1A, upper panel). Whereas HCII, subjected to HLE, displayed an effect in RDA, no such activity was observed for ATIII.
Likewise, intact ATIII did not exert any antimicrobial effects in viable count assays (data not shown). We next evaluated whether more extensive proteolysis of ATIII, previously demonstrated to generate low molecular weight fragments encompassing an epitope of helix D (5), could uncover cryptic antimicrobial activity. ATIII was digested with increasing concentrations of V8 protease, and also with a significantly higher dose of HLE. In both cases, and unlike the results in Figure 1A, SDS-PAGE analysis now showed low molecular weight ATIII fragments (Fig. 1B, lower panel). RDA analyses of fractions showed that these digested ATIII fractions were antimicrobial, although it was noted that the V8 digested material displayed activity against E. coli while S. aureus was not inhibited (Fig. 1B, upper panels). It was also noted, that the excessive dose of HLE was antimicrobial against E. coli alone, although the zone was smaller than observed for the combination (ATIII+HLE) (Fig. 1B, upper panel). We next reasoned that the helix D-derived fragment of ATIII, previously described to be released by V8 protease (4,5), could contribute to the observed antimicrobial effects. Indeed, in RDA assays, the synthesized 43 amino acid peptide encompassing helix D, KTS43, showed antimicrobial effects particularly against E. coli and P. aeruginosa (Fig. 1C). The peptide was significantly less active against S. aureus, corresponding to the results obtained with digested ATIII above (Fig. 1B). To further evaluate whether digested ATIII may give rise to such antimicrobial fragments upon proteolysis, a gel-overlay assay was employed. The peptide KTS43 was used for positive control and comparison of migration. As expected, KTS43 yielded a single antimicrobial zone (Fig. 1D). The results also showed that one major antimicrobial product, migrating similar to KTS43, was formed after subjecting ATIII to V8 protease (Fig. 1D). The minor migration difference could be due to presence of alternative truncated variants and/or presence of glycosylations in the native human ATIII preparation. Of relevance is that the KTS43 fragment contains the sequence NKS, where N135 has been shown to be glycosylated (27). Taken together, the results thus showed that considerably higher HLE levels were required for generation of antimicrobial activity from ATIII when compared with HClII, and that a helix D derived peptide mediates this activity. Finally, by using western blotting and ATIII polyclonal antibodies, presence of possible ATIII fragmentation was explored in wound fluid from patients post-surgery, as well as in fluids from patients with chronic (S. aureus infected) venous leg ulcers, the latter characterized by high proteolytic activity (28). As shown in Figure 1E, several low molecular weight fragments were identified in those patient samples, particularly in the fluids from chronic ulcers.

**Antimicrobial activities of helix D-derived ATIII peptides**

Since S. aureus V8 protease generates a heparin-binding peptide comprising helix D (4,5), having antimicrobial activity we next decided to select prototypic peptides of this region for further analyses. The selection of peptides from helix D was based on previous reports on the contribution of particularly the central cationic amino acids of helix D to the observed interactions with heparin (29). As also noted, these residues also display a high degree of conservation among species (Fig. 2A). Taking this into account, the peptides FFF21 (FFAKLNCRLYRKANKSSKLVS) as well as a previously reported region found to bind heparin, AKL22 (AKLNCRLYRKANKSSKLVSANR) (29), were selected and synthesized. The peptide FFF21 is color marked in the 3D structure of human ATIII (Fig. 2B).

We next investigated the effects of the peptides FFF21 and AKL22 on bacteria. As shown in Figure 3A, both peptides were antibacterial in radial diffusion assays (RDA) using the Gram-negative bacteria E. coli and P. aeruginosa and the Gram positive bacterium S. aureus, B. subtilis and the fungi C. albicans and C. parapsilosis. Noteworthy, FFF21 yielded similar or larger inhibition zones when compared with the benchmark antimicrobial peptides LL-37 in the presence of 0.15 M NaCl (Fig. 3A, right panel). Also notable was that the two peptides showed no or little activity in presence of salt against S. aureus, relative the effects on E. coli and P. aeruginosa (Fig. 3A, right panel)

**Permeabilization and electron microscopy studies**

Figure 3B shows that the ATIII-derived peptides permeabilized E. coli cells, as visualized with the impermeant probe FITC. To further examine peptide-induced permeabilization of bacterial plasma membranes, E. coli and P. aeruginosa
was incubated with the peptides at a concentration yielding complete bacterial killing (30 μM), and analyzed by electron microscopy (Fig. 3C). Clear differences in morphology between peptide-treated bacteria and the control were demonstrated. Similarly to LL-37, the ATIII-derived peptides caused local perturbations and breaks along E. coli and P. aeruginosa membranes, and intracellular material was found extracellularly.

**Peptide effects at physiological conditions**
Activities of AMP depend on salt concentration, pH, and the presence of plasma proteins. For example, the antimicrobial activities of defensins are inhibited by the presence of physiological salt (30), while the cathelicidin LL-37 is partly inhibited by plasma (31). Hence, we examined the peptide activities in presence of human plasma proteins and in physiological salt conditions. The results from these viable count experiments showed that particularly the original fragment KTS43 and its truncated form FFF21 (see Fig. 2) retained its antibacterial activity in presence of plasma proteins at physiological salt conditions (Fig. 4A). It is notable that compared with FFF21, an about 10 times higher concentration (~30 μM) of LL-37 was required for efficient killing. In addition, kinetic studies in the presence of plasma and using 6 μM of each peptide demonstrated that the killing of E. coli mediated by FFF21 occurred within 20-40 min, indicating a fast direct action compatible with many antimicrobial peptides (Fig. 4B).

**Liposome interactions and CD analysis**
FFF21 showed a modest increase in liposome leakage (Fig. 5A) and no significant helix induction upon incubation with model anionic liposomes (Fig. 5B). As demonstrated by a slot-blotting assay, the peptide FFF21 bound to iodinated LPS at physiological salt (0.15 M NaCl), which was completely blocked by an excess of heparin (Fig. 5C). Compatible with previous reports on heparin-binding (29), FFF21 also bound to iodinated heparin in a similar slot-blot experiment (not shown).

**Anti-endotoxic effects of FFF21 and KTS43**
As previously mentioned, intact ATIII did not exert antimicrobial effects in an RDA assay, nor was it active against bacteria in viable count assays. Considering previous reports that ATIII may exert anti-endotoxic effects (32,33), we explored the effects of FFF21 with respect to effects on effects on LPS-stimulated THP-1 cells. FFF21 was able to block the response to LPS at doses corresponding to the physiological concentration of ATIII (~5 μM). Interestingly, the original KTS43 peptide exerted almost identical anti-endotoxic effects (Fig. 5D).

**Effects on human cells**
As a prelude to subsequent in vivo evaluations using the prototypic FFF21 peptide, we wanted to determine potential permeabilizing effects of the peptides on eukaryotic membranes. A low hemolytic activity was noted for the FFF21 peptide at doses yielding complete bacterial killing (3-6) μM (Fig. 6A). This contrasted to the antimicrobial peptide LL-37, which permeabilized erythrocytes at doses >6 μM. Analogously, the peptide showed significantly less activity against human epithelial cells (HaCaT keratinocyte cell line) than the benchmark peptide LL-37, as judged by LDH release and viability (Fig. 6B). Neither FFF21 nor KTS43 did exert any toxic effects on THP-1 cells at concentrations exceeding those exerting anti-endotoxic effects (Supplementary Fig. 1, compare with Fig. 5D).

**Peptide activities in blood infected by bacteria**
In order to simultaneously explore antimicrobial (Fig. 7A) and hemolytic effects (Fig. 7B), the two prototypic peptides FFF21 and AKL22 were added to human blood infected by E. coli, P. aeruginosa, S. aureus or S. pyogenes. Compatible with previous results, it was observed that FFF21 was particularly efficient against Gram-negative bacteria. Furthermore, the peptide displayed a significant selectivity, demonstrating almost complete eradication of E. coli and P. aeruginosa, with little (~5% or less) accompanying hemolysis (Fig. 7B), at a peptide dose of 60 μM. Taken together, the combination of hemolysis results and permeabilization studies on HaCat keratinocytes indicate that FFF21 show low toxicity at doses above those needed for antimicrobial effects.

**Effects of FFF21 during Pseudomonas aeruginosa sepsis**
In order to further investigate the effects of FFF21 in vivo, we injected this peptide into mice infected intraperitoneally with P. aeruginosa. As shown in Figure 7C, treatment with FFF21 given immediately after infection significantly reduced bacterial numbers in the spleen, liver, and kidney of the animals. Analyses of blood platelet counts
after 12 h showed increased platelet levels in FFF21-treated mice, an indication of reduced consumption during infection (Fig. 7D). The results thus demonstrate an antibacterial effect of FFF21 in vivo during experimental infection. Finally, in a separate experiment, FFF21 was given 30 min and 2 h after bacterial infections and survival, as well as bacterial spread was analysed using bioimaging. The results showed that this two-dose regimen resulted in prolonged survival (Fig. 7E), and bacterial spread was counteracted by the peptide (Fig. 7F and G).

DISCUSSION

The major finding in the present study is the identification of an antibacterial and anti-endotoxic activity of a peptide region comprising helix D in human ATIII. This further substantiates the concepts presented in previous studies (34-41), showing that various endogenous proteins harbour "cryptic" epitopes that display antimicrobial and in some cases other bioactive effects. Major questions of importance are to what extent the observed activities for such helix D peptides may be applied to the ATIII holoprotein, and whether specific proteolysis, releasing helix D fragments, is required for some ATIII functions.

Considering the antimicrobial activity, it was shown that nebulized ATIII limits bacterial outgrowth and lung injury in Streptococcus pneumoniae pneumonia in rats (42). In relation to this, however, the authors did not detect any direct antimicrobial effects of ATIII against pneumococci, and it was therefore concluded that the inhibitory effects of ATIII on bacteria must be indirect. In this work, we did not observe any antimicrobial effects of intact ATIII under various conditions, e.g., using low salt conditions permissive for facilitating bacterial killing, or plasma for detection of possible synergistic effects of ATIII and plasma proteins, including complement. Hence, the data indicate that intact ATIII, under the experimental conditions used here, does not kill bacteria per se. Nevertheless, the possibility that the molecule acts directly on bacteria in particular environments cannot be excluded. Bacteria, such as S. aureus and P. aeruginosa, frequently colonize and infect skin wounds, accompanied by excessive proteolysis and activation of neutrophils (28,43). During wounding and infection, local release of proteases such as neutrophil elastase or bacterial proteinases are typically widespread. Conceptually, it is thus possible that proteolysis of ATIII may generate antimicrobial fragments, and compatible with this are indeed the observation that S. aureus V8 protease indeed generates a major fragment K147-E189 (KTS43), which perfectly encompasses the exposed heparin binding helix D in the ATIII molecule (5), corresponding to antimicrobial FFF21. At a first sight, it may appear counterproductive, from a microbial perspective, that a staphylococcal protease generates antimicrobial peptides. However, the finding that S. aureus was relatively resistant to the effects of both KTS43 and FFF21 suggests that these peptides likely do not play a role in host defense against this pathogen in vivo. Hypothetically, other effects of S. aureus V8 protease, such as induction of an anti-inflammatory response by KTS43 and related fragments, deactivation of ATIII’s antithrombotic effects, or perhaps generation of peptides controlling competing Gram-negative bacteria, may be more relevant from an evolutionary perspective.

While not being antimicrobial on its own, ATIII has been reported to display immunomodulatory activities, involving thrombin-independent effects on various cell-types. Thus, ATIII affects B- and T-cell activation, reduces neutrophil migration, and inhibits endotoxin-induced production of tissue factor by mononuclear cells (32). The molecular basis of these direct cellular effects has not been elucidated. Since previous data shows that ATIII exerts anti-inflammatory effects (11), our results on LPS-binding and anti-endotoxic activity of FFF21 suggest that the D-helix region may contribute to the anti-inflammatory capacity of intact ATIII. However, it is notable that the inhibitory effects noted by Souter et al. (11) required 20 times the physiological dose of ATIII. Since we here observed that the FFF21 peptide was anti-inflammatory at 20 times lower concentrations in our macrophage models, this again underlines that fragmentation may add new functionalities to ATIII with respect to anti-inflammatory activity. In this context, it is interesting to note that in a recent clinical phase III study on patients with severe sepsis, a possible survival benefit was observed only in those patients not receiving concomitant heparin (19,32), suggesting the possibility of heparin-mediated
blocking of helix D-mediated functions in vivo, compatible with the here observed anti-endotoxic (and also antimicrobial) effects of helix D peptides in vitro. Thus, given the above, it is possible that ATIII therapy in sepsis should be limited to patients not on heparin treatment, and perhaps also to those with suspected Gram-negative infection.

From a structural perspective, the prototypic peptide FFF21 shares many characteristics with classical helical antimicrobial peptides such as amphipathicity and high net positive charge. Furthermore, end-tagging with short W and F amino acid stretches have been found to facilitate membrane binding, also at high ionic strength and in the presence of serum, as well as efficient membrane lysis and antimicrobial properties (44-46). For W- and F-tagged AMPs, the end-tagging furthermore contributes to selectivity between bacteria/fungi and mammalian cells (47). The latter is due to both charge density differences between these membranes, and due to the bulkiness of the W/F residues, which result in a large free energy penalty on membrane incorporation, particularly in the presence of membrane-condensing cholesterol, as in mammalian cells. In this context, it is notable that the peptide FFF21 also contains such a hydrophobic “F-tag” at its N-terminal end, leading to increased hydrophobicity and consequently, interactions with particularly bacterial membranes.

From a therapeutic perspective, due to the increasing resistance problems against conventional antibiotics, antimicrobial and immunomodulatory peptides have recently gained much interest due to their capacity to selectively boost or down-regulate immune effectors during infection (44-46,48-50). Naturally occurring peptide epitopes may show promise in a therapeutic setting considering low immunogenicity paired with the endogenous immunomodulatory activities described here. Considering the endotoxin neutralizing activities, the mode of action FFF21 may involve binding to and neutralization of LPS, yielding inhibition of subsequent TLR-signaling, as described for other helical peptides (5151). However, it is also possible that the peptide acts by additional mechanisms, which involve direct effects on host cells such as macrophages.

In summary, we here define peptides derived from helix D of ATIII mediating antimicrobial, and anti-inflammatory activities. A selected peptide showed low toxicity, and reduced bacterial levels in a P. aeruginosa sepsis model. Further studies are warranted in order to define the structure-function relationships of this peptide region in intact ATIII, as well as the release of related helix D fragments in vivo.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1 Proteolytic cleavage of ATIII by human leukocyte elastase and S. aureus V8 proteases (A) Analysis of the two serpins ATIII and HCII by SDS-PAGE after incubation with HLE (27 µg HCII or ATIII, 0.6 µg HLE). Protein digestion was performed at 37°C for 30 min or 18 h and analyzed by...
SDS-PAGE (16.5% Tris-Tricine gels) (lower panel). The antimicrobial activity was tested against *E. coli* using RDA assay (upper panel). Molecular weight markers are indicated. (B) Twenty µg of ATIII was digested with V8 protease at the indicated concentrations (0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 µg) for 24 h at 37°C and samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and stained with coomassie. Right panel shows ATIII digested with excessive dose of HLE (10 µg). The antimicrobial activity was tested against *E. coli* and *S. aureus* using RDA assay (upper panel, V8, 5 µg; HLE, 10 µg). (C) RDA analysis of KTS43. For determination of antibacterial activity of KTS43, *E. coli*, *P. aeruginosa*, and *S. aureus* (4 x 10^6 cfu) (indicated on the x-axis) were inoculated in 0.1% TSB agarose gels in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4. Each 4 mm-diameter well was loaded with 6 µl of peptide (100 µM). The zones of clearance (y-axis) correspond to the inhibitory effect of each peptide after incubation at 37 °C for 18-24 h (mean values are presented, n=3). (D) ATIII digested with V8 was analysed for antimicrobial activity by gel-overlay assay. KTS43 (2 µg) was used for positive control. V8 and ATIII were run alone separately. (E) Degradation of ATIII in human wounds. Acute wound fluid (patients 1–3, AWF), or wound fluid from patients with chronic ulcers (patients 1–3, CWF) were analysed by western blot using polyclonal antibodies against ATIII.

**Fig. 2 Illustration of the helix D region of ATIII** (A) Sequence homology. Sequence homologies of the helix D region of ATIII of different species. Regions critical for heparin binding activity (high and low affinity), and *S. aureus* V8 protease cleavage sites (arrows) are indicated in the figure. (B) Schematic representation of ATIII structure (PDB: 2B4X). Sequence of the heparin binding peptide FFF21 is indicated.
Fig. 3 Antibacterial activities and peptide-mediated bacterial permeabilization. (A) For determination of antibacterial activities, the indicated bacterial or fungal isolates (4 x 10⁶ cfu) (indicated on the x-axis) were inoculated in 0.1% TSB agarose gels in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4 only or with 0.15 M NaCl. Each 4 mm-diameter well was loaded with 6 µl of peptide (at 100 µM). The zones of clearance (y-axis) correspond to the inhibitory effect of each peptide after incubation at 37 °C for 18-24 h (mean values are presented, n=3). (B) Permeabilizing effects of peptides on *E. coli*. Bacteria were incubated with the indicated peptides and permeabilization was assessed using the impermeant probe FITC. (C) Electron microscopy analysis. *E. coli* and *P. aeruginosa* and bacteria was incubated for 2 h at 37°C with 30 µM of the ATIII-derived peptides and analyzed by electron microscopy. Results with LL-37 are also included for comparison. Scale bar represents 1 µm.
Fig. 4 Antibacterial activities of ATIII derived peptides at physiological concentrations. (A) Antibacterial effects of the peptides KTS43, FFF21, AKL22 and LL-37 were analyzed against *E. coli* and *P. aeruginosa* in viable count assays. 2 x 10^6 cfu/ml bacteria were incubated in 50 µl with peptides at the indicated concentrations in 10 mM Tris, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.4 (Buffer), or in 10 mM Tris, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.4, containing 20% human citrate plasma (HCP) (*n*=3, SD is indicated). (B) Peptide kinetics. *E. coli* and *P. aeruginosa* bacteria were subjected to the indicated peptides (at 6 µM) in 10 mM Tris, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.4, containing 20% human citrate plasma and incubated at 37 °C for 0, 10, 20, 40, 60, 120 min. LL-37 data are shown for comparison.
Fig. 5 Liposome effects, LPS-binding and anti-endotoxin activity of FFF21 (A) Effects of FFF21 on liposome leakage. The membrane permeabilizing effect was recorded by measuring fluorescence release of carboxyfluorescein from DOPE/DOPG (negatively charged) liposomes. The experiments were performed in 10 mM Tris-buffer. Values represents mean of triplicate samples. (B) Helical content of FFF21 peptide in presence of negatively charged liposomes (DOPE/DOPG). (C) LPS-binding activities of peptides. 1, 2 and 5 µg of the indicated peptides were applied onto nitrocellulose membranes, followed by incubation with iodinated $^{125}$I-LPS in PBS (containing 3% BSA). Unlabeled heparin (6 mg/ml) was added for competition of binding. LL-37 is included for comparison. (D) Anti-endotoxic effects in a monocyte model. Dose dependent inhibitory effects on THP1-XBlue-CD14 stimulated by LPS are evaluated. Cells were stimulated with E. coli LPS (10 ng/ml), with and without addition of KTS43, FFF21, or LL-37 at 0.1-10 µM. LPS-stimulated cells without peptide were used as control.

Fig. 6 Membrane activity (A) Hemolytic effects. Data for the peptide FFF21 are presented, and corresponding data for LL-37 included for comparison. The cells were incubated with the peptide at the indicated concentrations. The absorbance of hemoglobin release was measured at 540 nm and is expressed as % of Triton X-100 induced hemolysis (note scale of y-axis). 2% Triton X-100 served as a positive control. (B) Effects of peptides on HaCaT cells. Cell permeabilizing effects of the indicated peptides (upper panel) were measured by the LDH based TOX-7 kit. LDH release from the cells was measured at 490 nm and was plotted as % of total LDH release. The MTT-assay (right panel) was used to measure viability of HaCaT keratinocytes. In the assay, MTT is modified into a dye, blue formazan, by enzymes associated with metabolic activity. The absorbance of the dye was measured at 550 nm.
Fig. 7 Peptide activity in human blood infected by bacteria and in an animal model of *P. aeruginosa* sepsis. The indicated Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacterial strains (2×10⁸ cfu/ml) were added to 50% citrate blood (diluted in PBS), followed by addition of peptide at 60 µM. (A) Antibacterial effects (after 1 hour) of the indicated peptides were determined. The number of bacteria was analyzed (y-axis). (B) Using the same material, hemolysis in human blood in presence of the indicated bacteria as well as peptides was analyzed. Hemolysis was assessed after 1 hour. 1 % Triton X-100 was used as positive control (yielding 100% permeabilization). (C) Effects of FFF21 in mice infected by *P. aeruginosa* 15159. FFF21 suppresses bacterial dissemination to the spleen, liver and kidney. C57BL6 mice were injected i.p. with *P. aeruginosa* bacteria, followed by i.p. injection of 0.5 mg of FFF21 or buffer only, and the cfu of *P. aeruginosa* in spleen, liver, and kidney was determined after a time period of 12 h (n=8 for controls and treated, P<0.05 for spleen, liver and kidney. Horizontal line indicates median value). (D) Platelet counts were analyzed in blood from the same experiments. (E) In a separate experiment, mice were challenged with 2×10⁷ cfu/ml *P. aeruginosa* Xen41 (i.p.) and FFF21 (0.5 mg) was administered i.p. 30 min and 2 after injection of bacteria (n=5 in each group). (F) Bioluminescence signal of whole individual mice were measured using the regions of interest (ROI) total count analysis at 0 h and 10 h after bacterial injection. (G) Mice were imaged immediately after bacterial challenge and 10 h after post-infection.